Reality Check is VenSure’s secure proprietary check printing solution.

Reality Check is used to customize and facilitate the endless possibilities of our clients’ paycheck printing, sorting, and distribution needs. Reality Check is efficient and cost-effective!

Reality Check can produce unique pay stubs for diversified industries which allows VenSure to meet the state compliance reporting requirements on check stubs. It’s up to you if you want to print checks on site or have us mail them!

Customizatiable check solutions for modern clients. Get a Reality Check with our innovative technology.

- Secure check printing solution
- Print checks on site or opt for FedEx delivery
- Pay stub customization to meet state compliance
- Sort checks by location, division, name. Any information on the check can be used to sort
- Complete customization of checks - logos, signatures, etc.

The solution to the realistic issues of printing checks is Reality Check.